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A Word from the Show’s Creator: 

 
 
“My show really has evolved into a love letter to my 
mother. Because it was my mother that really nurtured 
Gregory and me, and she had the vision. She had the vision 
for her sons. 
 
 “I say that in my show. At the show, I sing a song – and my 
father went along for the ride now. He did, but she had the 
vision. I sing, ‘You’re Just Too Marvelous’ to her picture. 
We found pictures of her when she was 16 and young, and 
when she met my father. 
 
 “It was emotional. It’s a very emotional show for me, but it 
keeps my family with me because they’re all together, you 
see.” 
 
   —Maurice Hines, from 
       interview with Tavis Smiley 

Delaware Theatre Company thanks the following sponsors for supporting its educational and artistic work. 

 

      

This program is made possible, in part, by a grant from the Delaware Division of the Arts, a state agency dedicated 
to nurturing and supporting the arts in Delaware, in partnership with the National Endowment for the Arts. 



Starring…  
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Maurice Hines 
 

Maurice Hines is an award-winning star of stage and screen.  He began 
tap dancing as a child, taking dance lessons at the LeTang Studio in New 
York City, and soon thereafter appearing at the Apollo Theater and on 
Broadway.  Maurice and his brother Gregory performed as The Hines 
Kids, and later were joined by their father in an act called “Hines, Hines, 
and Dad,” which toured regional nightclubs and the  big stages of New 
York, Las Vegas, and Los Angeles.  Maurice then crafted his own solo 
career, starring in national tours and on Broadway in shows such as Guys 
and Dolls, Eubie!, and Sophisticated Ladies, and performing also in the Fran-
cis Ford Coppola film The Cotton Club.  He has won the Outer Critics 
Circle Award for Best New Talent for Eubie! and was nominated for a 
Tony Award for Best Actor in a Musical for his show Uptown… It’s Hot!   
In addition to being an active actor, singer, and dancer, Hines is also a 
much-sought-after teacher, choreographer, recording artist, and direc-
tor.   

 
Sherrie Maricle  
 

Sherrie Maricle leads the nine-piece DIVA orchestra and serves as music di-
rector for the show.  She grew up in Endicott, NY, where she began playing 
clarinet in fourth grade.  She found her love for drums and percussion just 
two years later, and, inspired by jazz drummer Buddy Rich, pursued jazz and 
percussion studies.  She graduated from SUNY-Binghamton and did her 
graduate studies at NYU, from which she holds a PhD in jazz performance 
and composition.  She and the DIVA orchestra not only play for Maurice 
Hines’ shows, but also have performed around the world, including in the U.S. 
at Carnegie Hall and Lincoln Center, and internationally in Europe and South 
America. An acclaimed freelance percussionist, too, Sherrie has also toured 
extensively with the New York Pops and has performed with jazz legends 
Skitch Henderson, Dizzy Gillespie, and Lionel Hampton.  
 

 
 

The Manzari Brothers 
 

John and Leo Manzari began dancing as preschoolers when 
they saw their older sister dancing.  Originally from Washing-
ton, D.C., the brothers studied various forms of dance, in-
cluding tap, jazz, and ballet.  They were discovered as teenag-
ers by Maurice Hines and appeared in his show Sophisticated 
Ladies with Arena Stage at the Lincoln Theater.  Though their 
work and college studies separate the two geographically 
through much of the year, John and Leo continue performing 
together in regional productions of Maurice Hines is Tappin’ 
Thru Life, and have been featured on FOX television’s So You 
Think You Can Dance and on Michael Feinstein at the Rainbow 
Room on PBS.      

  Maurice Hines created  and   

  stars in Tappin’ Thru Life.  

Sherrie Maricle.  Photo 

by Bill Westmoreland.  

 Leo (left) and John Manzari. 
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Tapping Through the Ages 
 
Tap dancing is a uniquely American art form that evolved through the years from a combination of 
dances that were brought here through West African, Irish, and Scottish peoples.  Indentured ser-
vants from the  British Isles brought their clog dancing and jigs to the New World during colonial 
times.  Slaves in the South brought West African rhythms, percussion, and step dances—known as 
“juba” or “giouba” dance-- from their ancestral homes.  Through imitation and re-creation, a hybrid 
of these dance forms evolved into what would become the American form of tap dancing.   
 
One of the key figures in the development and rise to prominence of American tap dancing was Wil-
liam Henry Lane.  Lane was born a freeman in Rhode Island around 1825 and became known as 
“Master Juba,” dancing to packed houses in New York City.  During the mid-1800s, minstrel shows 
that were popular across the country were generally performed by and for racially segregated groups, 
yet Lane often performed alongside white dancers and received higher billing.  Lane is credited as 
bringing authentic African dance styles and the amalgamation of clogging, jigging, and juba to white 
audiences and promoting the authenticity of the art form.   
 

By the early 1900s, the word “tap” became part of the dance 
lexicon, and adding metal taps to shoes (instead of the pennies 
or buttons which had formerly been used by “buck dancers”) 
became common among performers.  As the vaudeville circuit 
grew in scope and importance in the entertainment industry, so 
did the art of tap.  Though racial segregation was still a common 
practice, tap dancing was an art form embraced by black and 
white performers and audiences alike.  The iconic Bill 
“Bojangles” Robinson, already a legend from his lauded vaude-
ville and Broadway career, broke through what was essentially a 
color barrier of segregation in the Hollywood film industry in 
the 1930s, starring with the highly marketable child sensation 
Shirley Temple in The Little Colonel and several other movies.  
Robinson’s quick and light feet and his inimitable stair dancing 
defined his style and influenced the likes of Fred Astaire and El-
eanor Powell.   
 
Another prominent figure in the development of tap dance 
around this time was John W. Bubbles, whose drumming feet 
gave rise to the rhythm tap that paralleled the long, improvised 
jazz-like phrases also heard in the percussion of jazz music.  
Rather than phrasing his tap sounds in 8-bar sets, Bubbles 
tapped in a fluid, continuous style, accenting unusual beats the 
same way a drummer might improvise a jazz solo.   
      

By the 1950s, as vaudeville crept into obsolescence, it was that same film industry that kept tap danc-
ing alive in the American entertainment scene.  Astaire, Gene Kelly, Donald O’Connor, and Ann  
 
           (continued)  

Bill “Bojangles” Robinson is one of 

the legends of tap dance.   



Teachable  Themes and Topics (continued)  

Miller’s movie musicals remained popular and offered all ages the opportunity to see extraordinary 
tap dancing.  Likewise, the return of the nightclub circuit, the rise of Las Vegas as a live entertainment 
mecca, and the burgeoning new medium of television (and its variety and talk-entertainment shows) 
gave dancers the thrill of the live audience and live studio audience for whom to perform and with 
whom to connect.   
 
Maurice Hines continues this great tradition of American tap dancing.  He and his brother Gregory 
began dancing as young children, performed in clubs and theatres in New York City, then traveled 
the country with their act, crossing back and forth as a team and as individual performers between 
stage and screen and fusing their work with the artistry of people like Lena Horne, Pearl Bailey, Frank 
Sinatra, and Lionel Hampton.  Hines incorporates the style of Robinson and Astaire with his quick 
and clean footwork, adding in his unique showmanship that hearkens back to the heyday of vaudeville 
and nightclub acts, and providing an immediate personal connection between performer and audi-
ence.  With his stewardship of young talent such as the Manzari brothers and the young local per-
formers in Delaware Theatre Company’s production of Maurice Hines is Tappin’ Thru Life, the legen-
dary Hines himself is providing continuity in the line of this truly American art form.   In a recent in-
terview, John Manzari summed it up, saying, “The older generation is living on in the new.  Tap is 
never going to die.”    

The fabulous lights of Fremont Street in Las Vegas signaled the excitement 

and entertainment found in the area.   
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Taking the Show on the Road 
 

Another openin’, another show 
From Philly, Boston, or Baltimo-- 
A chance for stage folks to say hello 
Another openin’ of another show! 

 
As the Cole Porter lyrics above suggest, the life of performers has often been one of transience and 
mobility.  As the curtain goes down on one job in one theatre, another goes up in another town for 
another performance.  Professional actors, singers, and dancers audition for roles, rehearse, perform, 
and close a show; then begin the cycle again.  Though some cities such as New York, Philadelphia, and 
Chicago have lots of working theatres and thus opportunities for employment in one locale for these 
performers, there is hardly a working American actor who has not traveled to do a show for an audi-
ence in a city other than his or her home city.  This transitory life has been part of American show 
business for over 100 years.   
 
Key to the development of the United 
States was the onset of the age of the rail-
road beginning around 1830.  Not only did 
the railroad facilitate westward expansion, 
but it also increased the mobility and com-
mercial opportunity for people who lived in 
the more populous eastern and northeast-
ern United States.   Because of the railroad, 
not only could an entire household move 
to a new town to set up a new home, so 
could an individual relocate, and choose to 
do so for temporary work, moving on 
when the job also moved.   Large and me-
dium-sized towns and cities in the East had 
theatres, and plays and variety shows 
(known as vaudeville) were very popular.  
So there was work for actors, singers, and 
dancers.  Yet if a play ran for several weeks or months in a city such as Buffalo, New York and then 
closed, an actor might be out of work.  The train changed all of that.  A wagon or carriage ride be-
tween Philadelphia and Boston would have taken days, yet  actors could take train rides and in one day 
travel 300 miles and open a new show in another city, making it possible to make performance one’s 
profession.   
 
The life of a traveling actor was exciting, but not always easy.  There was always the opportunity to go 
to new places, perform for new audiences, and keep doing the job you loved.  But there was a loneli-
ness, too, in living in boarding houses and rented rooms and being on the road.  Often performers 
found lasting relationships with one another, marrying and living as a family of performers who traveled 
from place to place as their lifestyle.  One famous acting family who did just that was the Barrymore 
family.  Maurice Barrymore married Georgiana Drew (herself the daughter of two actors) in 1876, and 
the two performed and toured.  Their three children—Lionel, John, and Ethel—also became actors 
who performed on Broadway, in regional theatres, and on the vaudeville circuit before transitioning 
into the burgeoning film industry in the early- to –mid-20th century.  (The acting tradition is still alive in  
              
               (continued)   

      The Palace Theater (a former vaudeville house)  

      in  New Jersey.   



Teachable  Themes and Topics (continued)  

the Barrymore family through actress Drew Barrymore, great-granddaughter of Maurice and Geor-
giana.)  Broadway pioneer George M. Cohan got his start performing on the vaudeville circuit with 
his family in the late 1800s before transitioning into the world of musical comedy.   
 
Like the Barrymores and Cohans of the 19th and early 20th century, Maurice and Gregory Hines and, 
later,  their father, Maurice Hines, Sr., took their show on the road—first in the 1950s as The Hines 
Kids, then as The Hines Brothers, and then as Hines, Hines, and Dad.  Their song-and-dance shows 
played around the country, and in Tappin’ Thru Life, the younger Maurice tells of their many stops 
along the way.  During the 1950s and 1960s, nightclubs and supper clubs were prevalent in the U.S. 
and served as a place where adults would go for dinner and a show.  The entertainment was 
splashy, filled with the best bands, singers, and dancers.  The Hines brothers were able to work 
with many of the great artists who themselves worked the club circuit:  Ella Fitzgerald, Frank Sina-
tra, Sammy Davis Jr., Lionel Hampton, and comedians like Phyllis Diller.  In Tappin’ Thru Life, Maurice 
explains that he learned so much from these seminal artists, and he and Gregory were able to be-
come better performers from being in the company of such talented individuals.   
 
Rehearsing, doing a show, packing it up, traveling, unpacking, and doing it all over again year after 
year can take its toll on a performer.  But Maurice Hines loves to tour, to visit new audiences in 
cities all across the country, and to continue to share his art with them.  Nearly 72 years old, he 
still sings and dances and gives his all in each performance, no matter where he is.  In interview just 
over a year ago, Hines spoke of his love for performing for an audience, saying, “You know what 
dance is?  It’s heaven…. I can’t wait to get on that stage…. I walk out there, ‘Hey, everybody, I’m 
here in town, baby!’”   His enthusiasm and energy, as well as his singing and dancing, have thrilled 
audiences from coast to coast for years, and continue to do so today.  I walk out, “Hey, everybody. I’m here 
in town, baby.” [Laugh] 

Sammy Davis, Jr. (left) and Frank Sinatra 

(below) were two of the many stars with whom 

the Hines brothers worked during their illustrious 

careers.   
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Teachable  Themes and Topics (continued)  

A Who’s Who in Show Business 
 
In Tappin’ Thru Life, Maurice Hines tells of many of the great performers he and brother Gregory 
encountered in their illustrious careers.  Here are a few of the people Hines mentions: 
 
Pearl Bailey (1918-1990) was an actress and singer who grew up in Phila-
delphia and got her start in vaudeville and continued performing onstage 
on the nightclub circuit.  She soon shot to stardom on Broadway and in 
films, appearing in Porgy and Bess and Carmen Jones, and won a Tony Award 
for her performance as Dolly Levi in an all-black revival of the musical 
Hello, Dolly!  In later years, in recognition of her humanitarian spirit, she 
served as a delegate to the United Nations under Presidents Ford, Reagan, 
and Bush.  She is buried in West Chester, Pennsylvania.   
 
 

  
  

Tallulah Bankhead  (1902-1968) was an actress known for her deep 
voice and strong persona.  She starred on Broadway in many shows, includ-
ing The Little Foxes and the revival of A Streetcar Named Desire, appeared in 
many films, and was a regular on many television variety shows.  Bankhead 
was a politically active celebrity who was vocal in her support for Civil 
Rights, publicly denouncing the walkout of the Democratic National Con-
vention of 1948 by segregationist Southern political leaders and supporting 
Harry Truman’s bid for the presidency.   
 
  
 

Frank Sinatra  (1915-1998) was a singer and actor whose style of crooning made him one of the 
most popular singers—and celebrities—of the 20th century.  He began singing during the big band 
era with bandleaders such as Harry James and Tommy Dorsey, then had a lasting solo career for 
most of the rest of his life.  Prior to the Civil Rights Movement, Sinatra took a stand against the ra-
cial segregation that existed in many theatres and hotels around the country, refusing to perform 
onstage for segregated audiences or stay in a hotel which did not admit African-American guests.  
Sinatra’s career went beyond the stage and included big-screen movies, including musicals such as 
Anchors Aweigh, On the Town, and Guys and Dolls.  He continued to sell out shows in the biggest thea-
tres and venues in New York, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, and across the country until just before he 
passed away.  His nicknames include “Ol’ Blue Eyes” and “The Chairman of the Board.”   
 
 

Sammy Davis, Junior  (1925-1990) was a singer and dancer who was also famous for doing im-
personations of other celebrities.  He began on the vaudeville circuit, performing with his father and 
Will Mastin in the Will Mastin Trio.  After serving in World War II, he returned to the stage and 
performed in nightclubs, opening for Frank Sinatra.  Their friendship continued for many years.  In 
addition to his long recording career, Davis appeared in many films (including Tap with Gregory 
Hines) and had his own television variety show.  His recording of “The Candy Man” reached num-
ber one on the Billboard charts in 1971.  In addition to his work on stage and screen, Davis was a 
Civil Rights activist and joined Martin Luther King, Jr. on many marches to work for freedom and 
justice.  One of Davis’ nicknames was “the world’s greatest entertainer.”    
          (continued)  
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Teachable  Themes and Topics (continued)  

A Who’s Who in Show Business  (continued)  
 
Dean Martin  (1917-1995) was a singer and an actor who became good 
friends with Frank Sinatra, Sammy Davis, Jr., and several others who were 
known collectively as “The Rat Pack.”  Martin gained fame first as part of a 
comedy duo with Jerry Lewis.  The two did physical comedy and vaudeville-
style routines on the nightclub circuit, and eventually transferred that work 
into television and film gigs.  When their partnership ended, Martin contin-
ued working in films, starring in the western Rio Bravo with John Wayne, and 
also embarked on a solo music career, finding great success in Las Vegas and 
on television variety shows.   
 
 

 
Lena Horne (1917-2010) was a singer and actress who began her ca-
reer in the chorus at the famous Cotton Club.  A regular of the night-
club circuit, Horne also appeared in many films, including Stormy 
Weather which co-starred Cab Calloway and Bill Robinson.  Horne 
earned a Tony Award and multiple  Grammy Awards for her work.  
Also a Civil Rights activist, Horne refused to perform for racially segre-
gated troops in her USO shows and would walk to the back of the audi-
ence where the African-American troops were seated, essentially turn-
ing their seats into the front row.  In later years, Horne appeared on 
many television variety shows and continued her concert and recording 
career though she considered herself “retired” from show business.   
 
  

 

 

Ella Fitzgerald (1917-1996) was a jazz singer whose silky voice led her to 
be known as “The First Lady of Song,” “The Queen of Jazz,” and “Lady Ella.”  
She began her singing career singing for the Chick Webb Orchestra and per-
formed frequently throughout New York, particularly in Harlem at the Savoy 
Ballroom.  After several years with the band, which was renamed Ella and her 
Famous Orchestra after the death of Chick Webb, she embarked on a solo 
career, singing live onstage, performing on television variety shows, and mak-
ing hundreds of recordings.  She was an iconic scat singer known for her abil-
ity to improvise intricate jazz vocal riffs.  She won thirteen Grammy Awards 
and received the Kennedy Center Performing Arts Medal of Honor.  Archival 
material from her long career is now a part of the Smithsonian National Mu-
seum of American History, and some of her music arrangements are housed 
at the Library of Congress.   
 
 
     
         (continued)  
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 A Who’s Who in Show Business  (continued)  
 

Judy Garland (1922-1969) was an actress and singer.  Probably best 
known for her role as Dorothy in the 1939 film The Wizard of Oz, Gar-
land starred in many more movie musicals, including Babes in Arms, Meet 
Me in St. Louis, Easter Parade, and the remake of A Star is Born.  She had a 
long stage career, too, performing in concert around the world, includ- ing 
celebrated engagements at the London Palladium and in Las Vegas.  She 
had her own television variety show, and though it lasted only one sea-
son, it was nominated for four Emmy Awards.   
 
 
 
 

Gregory Hines (1946-2003 ) was a tap dancer, actor, choreogra-
pher, and teacher whose passion for the art of tap dance was behind 
the legislation to create National Tap Dance Day and was one of the 
founding board of  directors of the American Tap Dance Foundation.  
He and brother Maurice began their careers together and danced as a 
duo for many years.  He later won a Tony Award for his performance 
as Jelly Roll Morton in Jelly’s Last Jam and had a successful film career, 
starring in movies such as White Nights with Mikhael Baryshnikov, 
Running Scared with Billy Crystal, and in Francis Ford Coppola’s The 
Cotton Club, in which he and Maurice once again performed to-
gether.  His movie Tap brought together some of the most talented 
tap dance legends on the screen.  Gregory Hines, like his brother, 
recognized the importance of maintaining the story of tap dancing as 
an American art form, and he helped created the documentation of 

           tap for the archives housed in the Dance Division of the New York  
                                           Public Library.  

Teachable  Themes and Topics (continued)  
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Knowledge/Comprehension 
 
1. How did Maurice get his start?  With whom did he dance? 
 
2. Name some of the celebrities with whom Maurice worked in his career.   
 
3.   About how long has Maurice been a performer?   
 
 
 
 

Application/Analysis 
 
1. Describe an incident in Maurice’s life or career which could have stopped him from doing 

his job.  Why do you think he kept going after this happened?   
 
2. What do you think Maurice values in his life?  In other words, what is really important to 
      him?   
 
 
 
 

Synthesis/Evaluation 
 

1. If you met Maurice on the street and didn’t know who he was, what would you assume 

about him based on his age or appearance?  Are you surprised at what he can do?  Why 

or why not?  What lessons can you draw from thinking about this?   

 

2. After hearing Maurice’s stories and seeing him and the Manzari brothers onstage, do you 

      think it is easy to be a performer?  Why or why not?   Based on what you observed in 

      this show, what advice might you give someone who wanted to be a singer, dancer,  

      actor, or musician?   



Classroom  Activities 
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1. Choose one of the legendary musicians, singers, and/or dancers from those mentioned by Mau-
rice Hines in his show.  By using online resources or visiting your library’s audio-visual depart-
ment, find examples of performances by this person.  Research that person’s career highlights.  
Brainstorm a list of adjectives or phrases that describe that person’s performance style based 
on what you see and hear.  Create an audio or video montage and write a narration to accom-
pany the montage.  Share with your classmates segments that represent some of the best exam-
ples of that performer’s body of work in a live presentation or a podcast.   

 
2. Invite a tap dancer, a step dancer, or other dance teacher to your class, or visit a tutorial web-

site such as http://www.mastersofamericantapdance.com/  to learn some of the most basic 
moves in the dance.  Try doing the moves in a variety of ways:  faster or slower, right foot or 
left foot, or combining two or more moves.  (You may need to wear different shoes or remove 
them altogether for safety.)  Work as a group to come up with a rhythmic pattern using your 
feet and/or your hands.  Afterwards, discuss the challenges to your mind and body in creating a 
dance like this.   

 
3. Using your family ancestry, or choosing a cultural heritage that interests you, examine the dance 
      forms that have been a part of that group’s tradition for many years.  Who takes part in this  
      type of dance?  What, if any, is the traditional dress or costume for the dancer?  What are  
      some of the moves that represent this traditional dance?  Using online resources, visiting a cul- 
      tural society, or finding audio-visual samples in your library, watch these dancers in action.  Try 
      learning some of the basic moves, or create a video montage to share with your classmates in a 
      presentation that tells of why the dance is important to that culture and what, if anything, is  
      significant about particular movements.  Afterwards, discuss as a class how dance is a form of  
      communication and why it is important to a particular group of people.   
 
 

  
  

Three types of dance that are part of a cultural tradition.  From left, Na-

tive American dance, Hawaiian hula dance, and Spanish flamenco dance.  
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sammy_Davis_Jr._performing_1966.JPG.   

 
Page 6—Frank Sinatra.  Photo from National Archives and Records Administration.  No known re-
strictions.  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Frank_Sinatra#/media/File:Frank_Sinatra_laughing.jpg 

 
Page 7—Pearl Bailey.  Public domain.  Accessed at 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pearl_Bailey_-_publicity.jpg.           
         (continued)  
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Photo Credits (continued)  
 
 

Page 7—Tallulah Bankhead and Julius Perkins, Jr.  Van Vechten Collection, Library of Congress.  
No known restrictions.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Tallulah_Bankhead#/media/File:TallulahBankhead2.jpg.   
 
 
Page 8—Dean Martin.  Public domain.  Accessed at 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Dean_Martin#/media/File:Dean_Martin_-
_Rio_Bravo_1959.jpg.   
 
 
Page 8—Lena Horne.  Public domain.  Accessed at 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lena_Horne_1955.JPG.   
 
 
Page 8—Ella Fitzgerald.  Carl Van Vechten photographs, Library of Congress.  No known restric-
tions.  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Ella_Fitzgerald#/media/File:Ella_Fitzgerald_1940.jpg.   
 
 
Page 9—Judy Garland.  Author:  Eric Carpenter for MGM Studios.  No known copyright restric-
tions.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Judy_Garland#/media/File:Judy_Garland_The_Harvey_Girls_
MGM_Publicity_still.jpeg.   
 
 
Page 9—Gregory Hines.  Fair use for illustration purposes.  Accessed online at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregory_Hines#/media/File:Gregory_Hines.jpg.   
 
 
Page 11—Native American dancer.  Author:  U.S. Navy by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd 
Class Mark Logico.  Public domain.  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:US_Navy_101118-
N-7498L-060_Native_American_Dr._David_Bevett_performs_a_traditional_inter-
tribal_dance_during_the_Native_American_heritage.jpg.   
 
 
Page 11—Hawaiian hula dancer.  Author:  Joe Mabel.  GNU Free Documentation License.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Festal_Hawaiian_dancers_05.jpg 
 
 
Page 11—Flamenco dancer.  Author:  Flavio.  Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic Li-
cense.  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flamenco_dancer_3467.jpg 
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Why Go to the Theatre? 
State and National Education Standards Addressed Through 

Taking Your Students to a Live Theatre Production 
 
When your students view live theatre, they are taking part in a learning experience 
that engages their minds on many levels.  From simple recall and comprehension 
of  the plot of  a play or musical to analysis and evaluation of  the production  
elements of  a show, students receive and interpret messages communicated 
through words, movement, music, and other artistic devices.  Beyond “I liked it; it 
was good,” students learn to communicate about the content and performance of  
an artistic piece and to reflect on their own and others’ emotional, aesthetic, and 
intellectual points-of-view and responses.  And the immediacy of  live theatre--the 
shared moments between actors and audience members in the here-and-now--
raises students’ awareness of  the power and scope of  human connection.   
 
 

The following educational standards are addressed in a visit to a performance at Dela-
ware Theatre Company along with a pre-show DTC classroom presentation and post-
show talkback session at the theatre.  (Additional standards addressed through the use of the study 
guide or through further classroom study are not included here.)   
 
Common Core English Language Arts Standards:   
Reading:  9-10 and 11-12, Strands 3, 4, 6 
Language:  9-10 and 11-12, Strands 3, 4, and 5 
 
National Standards in Theatre Education (AATE/ETA): 
Grades 5-8:  CS 6a, 6c, 6d; 7a, 7b, 7c; 8a, 8c; 8d 
Grades 9-12:  CS 6a, b; Adv. 6b; 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d; Adv. 7e, 7f; 8a, 8c, 8d 
 
Delaware Standards for English Language Arts  (DOE): 
Standard 2:  2.2a, 2.4bl, 2.5b, 2.5g, 2.6a 
Standard 3:  3.1b, 3.3b1, 3.3b2 
Standard 4:  4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.2f, 4.3a, 4.4b  
 
Delaware Standards for Visual and Performing Arts—Theatre (DOE):   
Standard 6:  6.4, 6.5 
Standard 7:  7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6 
Standard 8:  8.3, 8.4 
 

 

 
 
     Compiled by Johanna Schloss, Associate Director of Education &  
     Community Engagement, Delaware Theatre Company, 2012  
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